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BCE (Before Compiler Era)
Data
Analytical
Visualization with
Ease

CE (Compiler Era)
Data
Analytics Made
Very
Easy

Etymology



Development Overview



Philosophy

Easy to Manipulate Useful to Analyze Quick to Learn



scanner.mll parser.mly
ast.ml

semanticException.ml
semanticAnalysis.ml

sast.ml

Compiler Architecture

compile.ml
dave.ml



fld
Is a DAVE data structure 
consisting of a 
sequential collection of 
homogeneous variables

rec
Is a DAVE data structure 
consisting of a 
sequential collection of 
heterogeneous 
variables

tbl
Is a DAVA data structure 
consisting of a 
collection of flds and 
recs

DAVE Data Structure

tbl roster fld names fld ages fld scores

rec 
student1 Michael 22 95

rec 
student2 James 23 98

rec 
student3 Stephen 41 100



fld
> fld names = new fld(["Michael", "James", “Stephen”], "name");
> fld ages = new fld([22, 23, 41], "age");

rec
> rec student0 = new rec(name: "Michael", age: 22, score: 95);
> rec student1 = new rec(name: "James", age: 23, score: 98);
> rec student2 = new rec(name: "Stephen", age: 41, score: 100);
> rec[] students = [student0, student1, student2];

tbl
> tbl roster = new tbl(students);

Data Construction



> rec student0 = new rec(name: "Michael", age: 22, score: 95);

> rec student1 = new rec(name: "James", age: 23, score: 98);

> rec student2 = new rec(name: "Stephen", age: 41, score: 100);

> rec[] students = [student0, student1, student2];

> tbl roster = new tbl(students[0:2]);

> roster = append(roster, student2);

> roster = modify(roster, 1, 1, 24);

> print(“The number of students is”);

> print(roster.row_length); /* print(students.length); */

> print(“The average score is”);

> print(mean(access(roster, “score”));

Statistical Functionalities



Showcase Program: Merge Sort



Showcase Program: Simple Linear Regression



Test-Driven Development



Thanks!
Any questions?
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